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Values & primary RSHE
Two webinars from the Sex Education Forum
Values are a key element of effective RSHE. Finding synergy between the school ethos and the aims and
values of your RSHE curriculum can be helpful for staff, pupils and parents, and feeds into the RSE policy.
Developing confidence to teach topics which can evoke personal values and views is important to ensure
the safety of staff and pupils.
Join this pair of webinars if you are looking for tools to support teachers who are new to RSHE or wanting
to strengthen inclusive approaches to meet the developmental needs of pupils, aligned with the RSHE
legislation.
This pair of webinars is ideal for primary RSHE / PSHE leads and SLT.
Webinar 1 - Values for teaching RSE - Tuesday 20th April: 15.45 – 17.00
Participants will consider the values that are relevant to RSE; reflect on what we bring to the RSE classroom in
terms of personal values and lived experience; explore how to devise learning within safe boundaries and
consider own support needs when teaching RSE.
Webinar 2 - Relationships Education - the foundations - Tuesday 27th April: 15:45 – 17.00
The starting point will be to establish familiarity with
the curriculum requirements for primary Relationships
Education. Delegates will then take a closer look at
specific aspects of the curriculum to explore a key,
values related question in each case:
¥ Caring relationships - what does an inclusive
approach look like?
¥ Human life cycles and puberty - just the facts?
¥ Consent, coercion, power and gender - is it too early?
The webinars will be interactive with opportunity for
discussion. Delegates will receive a full set of slides that
can be shared with colleagues in your setting.

Both webinars are funded by Halton Borough Council and free to attend.
To book onto these sessions visit https://valuesrshe.eventbrite.co.uk
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